Annual conference of the Hong Kong Political Science Association (HKPSA)
Hong Kong and Globalization, 21 October 2017
Hang Seng Management College
Siu Lik Yuen, Shatin

Morning Plenary Sessions: Fung Yiu King Hall Block A401

9:30 Welcome Remarks by Professor Simon HO, President, Hang Seng Management College

9:35 Souvenir presentation to Mr. Alan CHAN, CEO, Kentucky Fried Chicken-Hong Kong/Macao, conference lunch sponsor and to Consul Generals, and group photo

9:40-11:00 Consular Roundtable on Hong Kong Globalization (Fung Yiu King Hall, A401)
Topic: Hong Kong and Globalization
Chair: Sonny LO (HKPSA President)
Ken GORDON, Australian Deputy Consul-General
Eric BERTI, French Consul General
Mehdi FAKHERI, Iranian Consul-General
Esther BLYTHE, UK Deputy Consul-General
Dante PARADISO, Chief of the Political & Economic Section for the US Consulate General (Hong Kong and Macau)

11:10-12:30 Premier Forum: China’s Hong Kong SAR at 20 (Fung Yiu King Hall, A401)
Chair: Ming CHAN (Distinguished Practitioner, Center for East Asian Studies, Stanford University)
WANG Zhenmin – Director-General, Law Department, PRC Central Government Liaison Office-HK, PRC NPC Hong
Kong Basic Law Committee member, ex-Dean of Law School at Tsinghua University
George CAUTHERLEY – Hong Kong Democratic Foundation Chair/Vice Chair
Martin LEE – Senior Counsel, Hong Kong Democratic Party Founding Chair; Legislative Councillor (1985-2008), Hong Kong Basic Law Drafting Committee member (1985-1989), Hong Kong Bar Association Chair (1980-1983)
Willy LAM – Adjunct Professor, History Department & Centre for China Studies, Chinese University of Hong Kong

12:30-1:30 Lunch and Luncheon lectures
1. Charles T. Y. WONG (Vice President, Dr. Sun Yat-sen Foundation for Peace and Education), “Sun Yat-sen’s World Vision”

Venue: Fung Yiu King Hall, A401

Timetable and Content of the Afternoon Panels:

13:40-15:10 AFTERNOON PANELS SESSION I

1. Regional Integration & Global Outreach of China’s SAR: Macao in the “Great Bay Area”, “Sino-Lusophone Forum” & “One Belt, One Road” Initiatives (Venue: A314)
2. Round Table Discussion on the Future of Hong Kong’s Legal and Judicial System (Venue: A315)
3. Localism, Political Decay and Pragmatism in Hong Kong (Venue: A310)
4. Sustainable Development, Identity Politics and the China Factor in Hong Kong (Venue: A302)
5. Macao’s Economy, Law and Politics (Venue: A306)
6. District Administration in Hong Kong (Venue: A311)

TEA BREAK: ROOM 305

15:20-16:50 AFTERNOON PANELS SESSION II

7. Realpolitik of Pearl River Delta Regional Dynamics: 20th Century Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Popular Mobilization Landmarks (Venue: A314)
8. China’s Strategic Posture, Diplomacy and Economy (Venue: A315)
9. Hong Kong, China and Globalization (Venue: A310)
10. Mass Media, Citizenship and Democracy Movement in Hong Kong (Venue: A302)
11. Hong Kong’s Soft Power (Venue: A306)
12. Language and Typhoon Politics in Macau (Venue: A311)

TEA BREAK: ROOM 305

17:00-18:30 AFTERNOON PANELS SESSION III

13. Politics of Sport in Greater China: Soft Power Projection and Beyond (Venue: A314)
14. Cross-boundary and Multi-level Governance (Venue: A315)
15. Hong Kong Society, the Singapore Model and Western Actors (Venue: A310)
16. Belt and Road and Globalization (Venue: A302)
17. Hong Kong’s Intellectual Role, Immigration and its Relations with Russia (Venue: A306)
18. Hong Kong Youth, Identity and Politics of the New Territories (Venue: A311)

6:30 – 6:45 pm: HKPSA AGM (Room A314)
Detailed List and Content of Panels:

1. **Regional Integration & Global Outreach of China’s SAR: Macao in the “Great Bay Area”, “Sino-Lusophone Forum” & “1 Belt, 1 Road” Initiatives**

Panel Organizers: Ming K. CHAN (Stanford University) & Davis IP (SOAS, University of London/UNDP-Beijing)

Panel Chair: Jorge A.H. RANGEL (President of the International Institute of Macau)

Eilo W. Y. YU (University of Macau), “Macao’s Crisis Management, Public Sector Reform and Integration with Mainland China: Implications of the Typhoon Hato Crisis”

Pedro Miguel GALINHA (Universidade Nova de Lisboa), “The Macao Dimensions in PRC-Portugal Interface: Ten Years of Comprehensive Strategic Partnership”

Davies IP (SOAS, University of London), “The Global Outreach Dynamics of a Transnational Platform-Hub and Beyond: Relations between China’s Macau and Portuguese-speaking Africa”

Jose Carlos MATIAS (President of the Macau and Portuguese and English Press Association), “The Sino-Lusophone-Macao Networks in China's ‘Belt and Road’ Initiative”

Discussant: Agnes LAM (University of Macau and Macau’s Legislative Councillor)

2. **Round Table Discussion on the Future of Hong Kong’s Legal and Judicial System**

Round Table Chair: Danny GITTINGS (HKU SPACE)

Audrey EU, Senior Counsel and former Legislative Council Member

Grenville CROSS, former Director of Public Prosecutions and Honorary Professor, Faculty of Law, University of Hong Kong

Cliff BUDDLE, South China Morning Post Editor for Special Projects & Honorary Lecturer, University of Hong Kong
3. Localism, Political Decay and Political Pragmatism in Hong Kong

Panel Chair: Jermain LAM (City University of Hong Kong)
Jeff, Hai-chi LOO (City University of Hong Kong), “Beijing’s ‘Recolonization’ of Hong Kong: A Localist perspective”
Paul HUI (Hong Kong Baptist University), “The Evolution of Political Organisations in Hong Kong”
LEUNG Chi On (Education University of Hong Kong), “Political Decay in Hong Kong under the CY Leung Administration”
Monita King-Fong WONG (Democratic Party), “Centrist Pragmatism in Hong Kong as a Way Forward”

4. Sustainable Development, Identity Politics and the China Factor in Hong Kong

Panel Chair: Alvin SO (Hong Kong University of Science and Technology)
Irene LAU (University of Cambridge), “Strategic Response to Governmental Environment Policy and Regulations: The Hong Kong Case”
Kitty Kit POON (City University of Hong Kong), “China’s ‘new normal’ role in global environmental negotiations and the implications for Hong Kong”
Alvin Y. SO (Hong Kong University of Science and Technology) and Ping Lam IP (Hong Kong University of Science and Technology), “Civic Localism, Anti-Mainland Localism, and Independence: The Changing Pattern of Identity Politics in Hong Kong Special Administrative Region”
Jackson YEH (Education University of Hong Kong), “The China Factor in Hong Kong: The Role of Liaison Office of the Central People’s Government”

5. Macao’s Economy, Law and Politics
Panel Chair: Newman LAM (University of Macau)
Newman LAM (University of Macau), “Economic and Political Development in Macao in Light of Recent Challenges”
Jason BUHI (Peking University School of Transnational Law), “Macau’s Corporate Social Responsibility and Its Legal Implications”
Eric King Man CHONG (Education University of Hong Kong), “Some preliminary observations on the 2017 Macao SAR Legislative Assembly’s election results”

6. **District Administration in Hong Kong**

Chair: Paul ZIMMERMAN (Southern District Councillor)
Speakers:
KAM Man-fung (Tuen Mun District Councillor)
AU Nok Hin (Southern District Councillor)
Ada WONG (Former District Councillor)
Nixie LAM (Tsuen Wan District Councillor)

7. **Realpolitik of Pearl River Delta Regional Dynamics: 20th Century Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Popular Mobilization Landmarks**

Panel Organizers: Ming K. CHAN (Stanford University) and Kent WAN (University of Queensland)
Panel Chair: Kent P. K. WAN (University of Queensland)
Ming CHAN (Stanford University), "The Canton-Hong Kong Nexus in 1920s Grassroots Collective Actions amid Sino-Anglo Interface"
Lawrence HO (Education University of Hong Kong) and Agnes LAM (University of Macau), "Compare and Contrast Colonial Policing in State-Society Conflicts: Macao and Hong Kong 1966-67”
Kent WAN (University of Queensland), "Protests, Student Activism, and the Consolidation of a Local Identity in Hong Kong, 1967-1979”
8. China’s Strategic Posture, Diplomacy and Economy

Panel Chair: Ngok LEE (Vice President, UNESCO Hong Kong)
Ngok LEE (UNESCO Hong Kong), “China's Strategic Posture and Global Military Balance to 2030”
Ka Po NG (University of Niigata Prefecture), “Japan, China & Japan: Fateful Rivals?”
Victor SIT, “Belt Road: China's New Globalization Drive?”
Gryphon SOU (City University of Macau), “Regional Integration Scheme as a Driving Force of Global Sustainability Program – One Belt One Road and Greater Bay Area”

9. Hong Kong, China and Globalization

Panel Chair: Chair: Kenneth Ka Lok CHAN (Hong Kong Baptist University)
HO Wai Yip (Education University of Hong Kong), “Academic Mobility of Middle Eastern Diaspora: Leaving the Arabian Peninsula, Seeking Knowledge in China”
Emilie TRAN (Hong Kong Baptist University) and Ya-Han CHUANG (Paris-IV Sorbonne University), "Overseas Chinese in France Caught in Transnational Multi-Level Public Actions: A Case of China's Growing Global Influence"
Winnie Wai yin CHAN (Hong Kong Baptist University), "The Value of Hong Kong in China's Global Plan: A 20-Year Review" Ms Winnie Wai Yin Chan (HKBU Government and International Studies)
Pippa MORGAN (Fudan University), “The Three Faces of China in Africa: Economic Pragmatism, Political Opportunism, or Historical Legacy?”

10. Mass Media, Citizenship and Democracy Movement in Hong Kong
Panel Chair: Raymond Kwun Sun LAU (Hong Kong Baptist University)
Ray CHAN (Renmin University’s Frontier of Law in China), “Mass Media in Hong Kong under China’s influence: How does China affect Hong Kong’s Media Environment?”
Raymond Kwun Sun LAU (Hong Kong Baptist University), "Understanding Pan-Democrats' Tireless Push for Universal Suffrage in Hong Kong: Victims or Beneficiaries?"
Janet Hiu Ming LAU (Hong Kong Baptist University), “The evolvement of dictator in semi-democratic society: How pro-Beijing media adopts political satire to delegitimize localist groups”
Nga Li LAM (Hang Seng Management College), “A Preliminary Study of the Official Films of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region”

11. Hong Kong’s Soft Power

Chair: David ZWEIG (Hong Kong University of Science and Technology)
Tim SUMMERS (Chinese University of Hong Kong), “Critical perspectives on Hong Kong in global and international context”
Alan LUNG (Path of Democracy), “Does Hong Kong have an informal diplomatic role for China on The New Silk Roads?”
Gary WONG (Path of Democracy), “Does Hong Kong need a long-term global strategy?”
Raymond MAK (Path of Democracy)

12. Language and Typhoon Politics in Macau

Panel Chair: Bryan HO (University of Macau)
Manuel NORONHA (University of Macau) & Vivian Chaplin, “English as Anomaly: The ‘Unofficial’ Language of Macao S.A.R., China”
Albert WONG (Independent researcher), “Politics of Disaster: The Aftermath of Typhoon Hato in Macau”
Bryan HO (University of Macau), “Typhoon Management in Macau”
Bill CHOU (Chinese University of Hong Kong), “The Macau Legislative Assembly Election in the Aftermath of the Typhoon Hato Crisis”

13. Politics of Sport in Greater China: Soft Power Projection and Beyond

Panel Chair: Vic LI (Education University of Hong Kong)
Marcus CHU (Lingnan University), “Cross-Strait relations and China’s Participation in International Sporting Mega-events at Taipei”
Lawrence Ka-ki HO (Education University of Hong Kong) & Tobias ZUSER (Education University of Hong Kong), “Community Integration through Sports? Struggles of the Refugee Claimants’ Soccer Team All Black FC in Hong Kong”
Paul O'CONNOR (Lingnan University), “Hong Kong Skateboarding and Network Capital”

14. Cross-boundary and Multi-level Governance

Panel Chairs: Werner BREITUNG (Hong Kong Baptist University/Peter CHEUNG (University of Hong Kong)
Peter T Y CHEUNG (University of Hong Kong), “Governance in the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macau Greater Bay Area: Issues and challenges”
Roger C K CHAN (University of Hong Kong), “Inter-cities cooperation and governance mechanism of the Pearl River Delta Bay Area”
Werner BREITUNG (Hong Kong Baptist University), “The concept of multi-level governance: Experiences from Europe and considerations about applicability in the Pearl River Delta region”
Vivian H. Y. CHU (University of Hong Kong), “Policy entrepreneurship and cross-border governance: A decade-long journey towards shipping emission control in the Greater Pearl River Delta region”

15. Hong Kong Society, the Singapore Model and Western Actors
Panel Chair: Frank CHING (Hong Kong University of Science and Technology)

Gigi LAM (Tung Wah College), Yuruo Yan and Edward Tu, “Significance of family-friendly measures on fertility in Hong Kong”

Mark R THOMPSON (City University of Hong Kong) and Stephan ORTMANN (City University of Hong Kong), “Attractive Models and Institutional Secrets: China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and the “Singapore Model”

Frank CHING (Hong Kong University of Science and Technology), “Friends or Enemies: Do Liberal Western Groups and Personages who have Hong Kong’s Best Interests at Heart Help or Hurt?”

16. **Belt and Road and Globalization**

Panel Chair: Michael KOVRIG (International Crisis Group)

Michael KOVRIG (International Crisis Group), “Central Asia’s Silk Road Rivalries”

Jean A. BERLIE (Education University of Hong Kong), “Hong Kong SAR Globalization and One Belt One Road”

Tim COLLARD (retired British diplomat) “Hong Kong, China, Britain and the European Union”

Eric SAUTEDE (French Center for Research on Contemporary China, Hong Kong), “The Fight Against Corruption in the BRICS”

17. **Hong Kong’s Intellectual Role, Immigration and its Relations with Russia**

Panel Chair: Kenneth LAN (United International College)

Kenneth LAN (United International College), “Taming the Red Dragon: Hong Kong as the Intellectual Mecca for Cold War Scholarships”

SZETO Hiu Wing (United International College), “The Second-Generation of South East Asian Immigrants in Hong Kong”

Samsom YIM (United International College), “Why Hong Kong has no "International Relations" with Russia?”
18. **Hong Kong Youth, Identity and Politics of New Territories**

Panel Chair: Henry HO (One Country Two Systems Youth Forum)

Steven HUNG (Education University of Hong Kong), “The Youth Policy in Hong Kong from Tung Chee-hwa to CY Leung Administration: A Historical Comparative Perspective”


Hayes H. TANG (Education University of Hong Kong), “Global Citizenship without a National Identity: In Search for an Identity by Hong Kong Youths on China’s Periphery”

Bruce KWONG (University of Macau), “Cooperation, Confrontation and Cooptation: Indigenous Inhabitants of the New Territories of Hong Kong”
DIRECTION TO THE CONFERENCE VENUE

For the campus map of Hang Seng Management College, see the following link:


NOTE TO AFTERNOON PANEL CHAIRS AND SPEAKERS

- Each panelist or speaker will have 15 minutes of presentation time
- Panel chairs are expected to control the time of all speakers, allowing sufficient time for questions, responses and discussions
- Panelists who wish to use powerpoint presentation are expected to bring their USBs with them on October 21
- All panel chairs and members are invited to join the lunch